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RE: Request for Comment on Law Enforcement Agencies’ Use of Facial Recognition Technology, Other Technologies Using Biometric Information, and Predictive Algorithms (Executive Order 14074, Section 13(e))

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) submits this comment to inform the interagency process required by Section 13(e) of Executive Order 14074 (Advancing Effective, Accountable Policing and Criminal Justice Practices to Enhance Public Trust and Public Safety). As requested in the guidance document circulated on behalf of DOJ and DHS, this comment addresses civil rights and civil liberties concerns with law enforcement use of: face recognition technology (Part I); fingerprint and iris biometric technologies (Part II); DNA technologies (Part III); and predictive policing algorithms (Part IV).

As explained in detail below, law enforcement use of these biometric and predictive technologies raises a number of civil rights and civil liberties concerns, including contributing to unjustified arrests and other encounters with police, exacerbating racism in policing outcomes, and violating Americans’ Fourth Amendment right to privacy. Although unique concerns exist regarding each technology, they also share broader problems. These include a pervasive lack of transparency in law enforcement use of these systems that violates the due process rights of people accused of crimes and frustrates the ability of courts, lawmakers, and the public to understand the technologies and implement effective protections against abuse.

DOJ’s and DHS’s policies should be strong and broadly scoped. As explained below, for some technologies, there is no safe use and law enforcement access should be banned. For other technologies, robust civil rights protections should govern law enforcement use, and DOJ and DHS should be clear that their policies encompass “mixed” or “dual” uses that may also implicate homeland security, national security, or immigration. As described below, the dangers associated with these technologies are wide-ranging, persistent, and extend to overlapping agency functions. As we have seen before, the adoption of carve-outs for vaguely defined categories like “national security” only creates incentives for agencies to relabel their activities to avoid complying with bedrock rules. DOJ and DHS should ensure essential protections apply to any law enforcement use of these technologies.

I. Face Recognition Technology

As the ACLU has previously explained, law enforcement use of face recognition technology (FRT) poses a number of serious threats to civil liberties and civil rights, making it dangerous both when it fails and when it functions. Accordingly, the ACLU has repeatedly called

for a federal moratorium on the use of facial recognition by law and immigration enforcement agencies.²

Current uses of FRT to attempt to identify images of unknown suspects have contributed to multiple wrongful arrests, and the impacts of those failures are not distributed equally—every publicly known wrongful arrest due to police reliance on an incorrect FRT result has been of a Black person. Contrary to the assurances of law enforcement agencies, human review of FRT results often exacerbates, rather than ameliorates, the deep unreliability of this technology. Among other reasons, that is due to cognitive biases toward trusting computer outputs and because human identifications based on FRT results are tainted by the propensity of the technology to return images of lookalikes who are not actually the suspect. Further, police and prosecutors have regularly withheld material information about their use of FRT from courts and defendants. Additional dangers loom as police departments experiment with, and federal agencies invest in, the capability to use automated face recognition technology on live or recorded video, which threatens to enable mass surveillance on a previously inconceivable scale.

In recognition of these dangers, more than 20 jurisdictions—including Boston; Minneapolis; Pittsburgh; Jackson, Mississippi; San Francisco; King County, Washington; and the State of Vermont—have enacted legislation halting most or all law enforcement or government use of face recognition technology. Others, such as the states of Maine and Montana, have enacted significant restrictions on law enforcement use of the technology. And law enforcement agencies in jurisdictions such as New Jersey and Los Angeles have prohibited use of Clearview AI, an FRT vendor that markets a particularly privacy-destroying system built on a database of tens of billions of non-consensually collected faceprints.

As the ACLU and dozens of other organizations have previously explained,³ the twin dangers of highly consequential misidentifications and pervasive surveillance mean that government agencies should not be deploying face recognition technology at all. Federal law enforcement agencies should place a moratorium on their own use of face recognition technology, and should prevent state and local governments from using federal funds to purchase or access the technology.

1. Face recognition technology is unreliable and biased, and accuracy tests do not reflect its performance in real-world applications.

a) FRT consistently shows racial and gender biases that persist despite improvements in algorithm training data.

Even under optimal conditions, FRT systems are not designed to provide positive identification. Rather, at most the technology provides an “algorithmic best guess.” It will frequently produce possible matches that are incorrect. The accuracy of the technology is affected by several factors, including the performance and training of the algorithm, the makeup of the matching database, and the features of the probe image (including angle, lighting, occlusion, and pixelation). Most disturbingly, the technology continues to have markedly higher false match rates for people of color and women than for white people and men.

Reputable testing shows that face recognition algorithms misidentify Black people, people of color, and women at higher rates. Widely reported National Institute for Standards & Technology (NIST) testing in 2019 found FRT algorithms were up to 100 times more likely to misidentify Asian and African American people than white men, and that women and younger individuals were also subject to disparately high misidentification rates. While some reports indicate that demographic differentials in false match rates have lessened for some algorithms, testing by NIST and academic researchers indicates that the problem persists.

Early coverage of racial and gender disparities in FRT false-match rates focused on the lack of equal representation by race and gender in photo datasets used to train the algorithms. It has become clear that ensuring more diverse representation in training datasets will not eliminate

---


5 Because FRT systems conducting one-to-many searches are generally configured to produce multiple possible matches, even when the algorithm identifies a true match, it will also necessarily generate numerous false matches.


the problem of demographic disparities in false-match rates. While other factors may also be at play, this is partly because the color-contrast settings in digital cameras disproportionately result in underexposed images of darker-skinned people,\(^9\) which reduces FRT accuracy when attempting to process and match those images.\(^{10}\)

The use of FRT compounds pre-existing racial disparities in policing in other ways. Research shows that law enforcement use of face recognition technology “contributes to greater racial disparity in arrests,” with an increase in Black arrest rates and decrease in white arrest rates.\(^{11}\) This may be partly a result of cognitive biases of officers who decide when to run FRT searches and how heavily to rely on FRT results, and on racial disparities in the makeup of photo databases used to attempt to generate matches, including arrest photo (i.e., “mugshot”) databases that reflect longstanding overpolicing of people of color. In jurisdictions that are required to track demographic information related to FRT searches, data shows disproportionate use on people of color. In New Orleans, for example, “nearly every use of the technology from last October to this August was on a Black person.”\(^{12}\) In Detroit, all 129 FRT searches in 2020 were conducted on images of Black people.\(^{13}\)

In light of these dynamics, it is unsurprising that every known case of a wrongful arrest in the U.S. due to police reliance on an incorrect FRT result has involved arrest of a Black person. Concerns about FRT exacerbating existing racism in policing has motivated many of the bans on police use of the technology at the state and local level.\(^{14}\) Federal agencies should implement equivalent bans.

**b) Tests of FRT accuracy do not account for real-world conditions.**

Proposals to mitigate harms of FRT use in law enforcement sometimes revolve around selecting FRT algorithms with relatively higher accuracy rates and relatively lower demographic disparities in false match rates. Although well-intentioned, these proposals rest on extremely shaky
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\(^{14}\) See, e.g., King County, Wash., Ordinance No. 19296, Statement of Facts ¶ 2–3 (2021) (“The council finds that the propensity for surveillance technology, specifically facial recognition technology, to endanger civil rights and liberties substantially outweighs the purported benefits, and that such technology will exacerbate racial injustice. . . . Bias, accuracy issues and stereotypes built into facial recognition technology pose a threat to the residents of King County.”); Minneapolis, Minn., Code of Ordinances art II, § 41.10(c) (“Facial recognition technology has been shown to be less accurate in identifying people of color and women. Facial recognition technology has the potential to further harm already disadvantaged communities through incorrect identifications.”).
ground because current FRT accuracy tests do not reflect the conditions of real-world FRT use. Additionally, testing data is difficult to interpret, is susceptible to manipulation, and is difficult to compare across algorithms.

As explained in a 2022 report from the Georgetown Center on Privacy and Technology, existing FRT accuracy tests do not control for the many variables characterizing real-world law enforcement uses of FRT. A study designed to assess accuracy rates of FRT algorithms as actually used in police investigations would need to account for both algorithmic and human factors in the FRT search process, as well as the tremendous variability in the quality of probe images, which often feature low resolution, poor lighting, and other deficiencies. But existing studies do not do so. FRT algorithms conducting one-to-many searches are not designed to return a single “match.” Instead, an FRT algorithm will return a list of possible candidate matches, usually organized in order of the “similarity score” assigned by the algorithm to each candidate match. Statistical measures of how often a true match to the probe image appears somewhere in that candidate list do not reflect the accuracy of the FRT search process, because a human analyst must still assess the list of candidate-match images—which may run to several hundred images—and determine whether one of those images appears to be a true match. As demonstrated by the known cases of misidentifications leading to wrongful arrests, that human review process is prone to error.

Human choices introduce additional risk of errors at other points in the FRT search process too. For example, law enforcement personnel may manipulate a low-quality probe image to try to make it more suitable for a FRT search, but that manipulation will often increase the risk of error. Analysts may attempt to brighten the photo, reduce pixelation, interpolate facial features that are obscured, or even combine photographs into a composite image. When photo manipulation introduces data that was not part of the native image, it often increases the risk that the search will generate false matches. Police have even been documented using composite sketches as probe images, even though FRT systems are designed to process photographs of actual faces, not artist
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17 See infra Part I.2.


renderings of a witness’s recollection of a face.20 Even after this practice was widely discredited,21 at least one FRT company, Cognitec, continues to encourage police to engage in it.22

Humans must also select a similarity threshold for the FRT algorithm. When an FRT system conducts a one-to-many search, it assigns a similarity score to each image in the matching database. FRT algorithms are typically programmed with a cut-off so that they return images as possible matches only if their similarity score exceeds a particular threshold. Choosing a similarity threshold involves tradeoffs: a lower threshold will lower the risk of missing a true match while raising the risk of overwhelming the examiner with false matches; a higher threshold will lower the number of false positives that are provided, but increase the chance of missing a true match. Moreover, a similarity threshold that a FRT operator believes to be optimal may work relatively well for one demographic group (e.g., white people) while elevating the false-match rate for another demographic group (e.g., Black people).23 Further complicating matters, some agencies set no similarity threshold, or a threshold so low as to be meaningless. The Michigan State Police, for example, has configured its FRT algorithms to return 243 candidate images each time a search is run regardless of similarity score, meaning those results can include some or all candidate images with extremely low similarity scores.24 These choices can have huge consequences for the risks of false identifications in real-world uses of the technology.

The image matching database used in a search also impacts outcomes. Searches will almost always return false matches. If a search is run against a database that does not include the person who is a true match to the probe photo, every result returned by the search will necessarily be a false match.25 And even in searches where a true match is returned somewhere in the results, it will almost always be accompanied by numerous—sometimes hundreds—of false matches. Yet those false matches will often look similar to the suspect precisely because the algorithms are designed to identify similar-looking images, elevating the risk of law enforcement personnel incorrectly selecting one of them as a purported match to the suspect photo. And the risk of false-match lookalikes grows with larger matching databases, because there is a greater likelihood of

20 Id.
21 See id. See also, e.g., Mont. Code § 44-15-106 (“A law enforcement agency may not use facial recognition technology to identify an individual based on a sketch or other manually produced image.”).
22 Cognitec, Law Enforcement, https://www.cognitec.com/law-enforcement.html (last visited Jan. 18, 2024) (“Faces in photographs or recorded videos, as well as facial sketches/composites, can be compared to image databases of known criminals and provide investigators with the most similar faces.”).
similar-looking people occurring in a larger population. NIST identified this dynamic in a FRT test using a matching database of 12 million images; databases used in police FRT searches are often much larger. Further, when police use matching databases that reflect historical biases, such as arrest photo databases that overrepresent people of color, disparities in the makeup of the database may elevate false-match rates for people of color in search results.

The risks posed by human choices and practices when it comes to FRT are wide-ranging. When faced with these risks, legislators and regulators may focus on technical solutions—such as setting similarity thresholds or scores on specific statistical metrics that a system must clear in testing to be deployed—as a way to prevent harms. But while auditing and testing of FRT, including testing conducted by agencies such as NIST, is informative, the breadth and results of such testing are easily oversimplified by vendors and policymakers alike. Indeed, vendors routinely hold up their performance on tests in their marketing to government agencies even though those tests are conducted in laboratory, not real-world, conditions. And in some states, lawmakers have sought to legislate “performance scores” that set across-the-board accuracy or error-rate requirements for facial recognition algorithms used by police.

A fixation on simplistic FRT test scores and accuracy requirements not only ignores the above-discussed role of humans in the creation and use of FRT systems, it also risks obscuring findings that point to the harm of face recognition while overstating the probative value of such tests. For one example, this focus on specific metrics obscures that a FRT algorithm that clears some sort of “performance” score in one respect in testing—say, producing an overall true match rate above 98% or 99% on a given dataset at some similarity threshold—may also produce a false match rate for Black men three times the false match rate for white men in testing that is broken down by race. A focus on these kinds of performance metrics also risks overstating what was
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28 For example, Clearview AI has touted that its face recognition algorithm has been “rated highly by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).” See Zurah Shaker, *Debunking the Three Biggest Myths About Clearview AI*, Clearview AI (2023), https://www.clearview.ai/post/debunking-the-three-biggest-myths-about-clearview-ai (last visited Jan 18, 2024).


30 For one demonstrative example, an FRT algorithm developed by the vendor NEC and submitted to NIST’s vendor testing program produced an overall true match rate above 98% in testing at certain thresholds and using certain datasets. See Nat’l Inst. for Standards & Tech., *Face Recognition Vendor Test Report Card for NEC 21*, https://pages.nist.gov/frvt/reportcards/1N/nec_2.pdf (finding a false negative identification rate (FNIR) of less than .02—or 2%—for testing using multiple datasets. The true positive identification rate (TPIR) is one minus the FPIR). However, in other NIST testing, the same algorithm also produced false match rates for Black men more than three times the false match rate for white men at various thresholds. See Patrick Grother et al., U.S. Dep’t of Com.,
actually tested—algorithms are routinely tested on datasets that differ in important ways from the photos of mugshots, licenses, or surveillance photos held by and used by police agencies. In addition, testing of FRT systems like the NIST evaluations may consider the performance of FRT systems across a variety of system settings, including the use of various similarity score thresholds for returning candidate match results. The accuracy or error rates of a FRT system depend critically on this threshold, and if the threshold is often chosen or customized by the entity deploying the FRT system, testing results based on the use of other thresholds will not faithfully represent the system’s performance in practice.

Because of these and other differences, a face recognition algorithm’s performance in testing cannot be easily or quickly generalized to make broad claims about whether a FRT algorithm is safe. Taking all of this into account, policymakers should recognize the critical importance of independent and holistic testing of FRT systems, and should also be cautious about looking to accuracy, error rate, or other threshold requirements as a panacea to the problems posed by law enforcement’s use of face recognition. Any metric used to assess a FRT system will necessarily involve tradeoffs with real-world impacts.

Any test designed to assess accuracy of the FRT search process must at least account for the tremendous real-world variability in: probe image quality (including countless permutations and combinations of illumination, pose, angle, occlusion, facial expression, and image definition); probe image manipulation; the size and makeup of image matching databases; similarity threshold settings in FRT algorithms; the quality and nature of training of human analysts who must select an image from a gallery of candidates generated by the algorithm; and the cognitive biases of those human examiners. Although some FRT accuracy tests assess some variability in probe
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32 See U.S. Gov’t Account. Office, Facial Recognition Services: Federal Law Enforcement Agencies Should Take Actions to Implement Training, and Policies for Civil Liberties 19 (Sept. 2023), https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-23-105607.pdf (“From October 2019 through March 2022, seven agencies used facial recognition services to support criminal investigations. During this time period, one agency—HSI—required staff to take facial recognition training prior to using services, while the other six agencies did not have requirements in place.”); Nicholas Bacci et al., Validation of Forensic Facial Comparison by Morphological Analysis in Photographic and CCTV Samples, 135 Int’l J. of Legal Med. 1965, 1965 (2021) (study showing that even trained examiners conducting morphological analysis on CCTV footage under ideal conditions had high false-positive and false-negative rates).

image quality\textsuperscript{34} or similarity thresholds, none account for the full range of variables that affect outcomes of real-world police FRT searches. Decisions about whether and how to use face recognition technology should not rest on illusory promises of accuracy, reliability, and fairness under current testing regimes.

2. Law enforcement reliance on FRT leads to wrongful arrests.

Proponents of law enforcement use of face recognition technology frequently defend against evidence of its dangers by emphasizing that police are warned that it is intended to generate investigative leads only and must be followed by additional investigation in order to demonstrate probable cause to arrest. However, records from law enforcement investigations across the country demonstrate that this admonition is woefully inadequate and fails to protect people against serious deprivations of liberty, as demonstrated by the six cases of FRT-based wrongful arrests publicly known to date.

Law enforcement organizations and FRT vendors have long offered boilerplate warnings that an FRT search result does not constitute a positive identification of a suspect, and additional investigation is needed to develop probable cause to arrest. Such warnings have been issued, for example, by the International Association of Chiefs of Police,\textsuperscript{35} in the documentation from companies that develop and sell FRT,\textsuperscript{36} in law enforcement agency policies,\textsuperscript{37} including the DOJ


\textsuperscript{35} IJIS Institute, \textit{Law Enforcement Facial Recognition Use Case Catalog} 3 (March 2019), https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2019-10/IJIS_IACP%20WP_LEITTT_Facial%20Recognition%20UseCasesRpt_20190322.pdf (a FRT search result is “a strong clue, and nothing more, which must then be corroborated against other facts and investigative findings before a person can be determined to be the subject whose identity is being sought”).

\textsuperscript{36} See, e.g., Ex. B at 25, Plaintiff’s Response to Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss, \textit{ACLU v. Clearview AI., Inc.}, 2020 CH 04353 (Ill. Cir. Ct. Nov. 02, 2020), https://www.aclu.org/cases/aclu-v-clearview-ai?document=Plaintiffs-Response-to-Defendants-Motion-to-Dismiss (the Clearview AI Official Disclaimer 2019 notes that “[s]earch results established through Clearview AI and its related systems and technologies are indicative and not definitive. . . . Law enforcement professionals MUST conduct further research in order to verify identities.”); \textit{Code of Ethics}, Rank One Computing, https://roc.ai/code-of-ethics/ (last visited Jan. 18, 2024) (“Face recognition should not be used as the sole support of probable cause for arrest, search or seizure of any U.S. citizen or any property. Independent evidence should be required to establish probable cause.”); Cognitec, \textit{Fighting Crime and Curtailing Human Bias with Face Recognition} (last visited Jan. 18, 2024), https://www.cognitec.com/news-reader/fighting-crime-and-curtailing-human-bias-with-face-recognition.html (“the software is used as a lead generation tool only, as the starting point of an investigation that uses additional methods to find or identify the person”).

Bureau of Justice Assistance’s 2017 FRT policy development template\textsuperscript{38} and DHS’s recently issued FRT policy,\textsuperscript{39} and on face recognition search result forms provided to investigating officers.\textsuperscript{40} However, though ubiquitous, these warnings have failed to prevent wrongful arrests due to police reliance on incorrect FRT results. Federal policy must reflect that these boilerplate admonitions are not adequate to avoid wrongful arrests flowing from false matches from FRT searches.

Two main problems are evident in the known cases of FRT-derived wrongful arrests. First, police reflexively treat the FRT result as a positive identification, ignoring or not understanding warnings that face recognition technology is manifestly not designed to positively identify or match photos.\textsuperscript{41} In a New Jersey case, for example, a detective obtained an arrest warrant based solely on an assertion that face recognition technology had generated “a high profile comparison” to the probe image and that “[t]he suspect was identified as Nijeer Parks.”\textsuperscript{42} This despite the detective having filled out a face recognition request form that warned prominently that any “possible match . . . should only be considered an investigative lead. Further investigation is needed to confirm a possible match through other investigative corroborated information and/or evidence. INVESTIGATIVE LEAD, NOT PROBABLE CAUSE TO MAKE AN ARREST.”\textsuperscript{43} Mr. Parks was subsequently arrested and jailed for 10 days for a crime he did not commit.\textsuperscript{44}

In a Louisiana case, police relied solely on a face recognition search result generated by Clearview AI as purported probable cause, despite the law enforcement agency having signed a service agreement with Clearview acknowledging that FRT search results “are indicative and not definitive” and that officers “must conduct further research in order to verify identities or other investigation.”\textsuperscript{45} See, e.g., City of Detroit’s Response to Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel Discovery, Ex. 7, \textit{Williams v. City of Detroit}, No. 21-cv-10827 (E.D. Mich. May 3, 2022), ECF No. 20-7.


\textsuperscript{39} This may be in part due to automation bias, as well as poor training, perverse incentives to close cases, and other factors. See, e.g., Shira Ovide, \textit{A Case for Banning Facial Recognition}, N.Y. Times (June 9, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/09/technology/facial-recognition-software.html.

data generated by the [Clearview] system. [Clearview] is neither designed nor intended to be used as a single-source system for establishing the identity of an individual.”45 That investigation led to the wrongful arrest of Randal Quran Reid, a Georgia resident who had never even been to Louisiana.46 In an Indiana investigation, police similarly obtained an arrest warrant based only upon an assertion that the detective “viewed the footage and utilized the Clearview AI software to positively identify the female suspect.”47 No additional basis for the purported identification was presented, nor did police explain that the FRT system was not in fact capable of providing a positive identification.

Second, when police do conduct additional investigative steps, those steps often exacerbate the unreliability of FRT searches. This is a particular problem when police move directly from a facial recognition lead to a witness identification procedure. Face recognition technology is designed to generate a list of faces that are similar to the probe image, but may not in fact be a match to the face in the probe image. As one appellate court has explained, this “has obvious implications for the accuracy of the identification process because [a photo-lineup] array constructed around a mistaken potential match would leave the witness with no actual perpetrator to choose.”48 Even more, the FRT-generated image in a photo array is likely to appear more similar to the suspect than the filler photos, increasing the chance that a witness will choose that image out of the lineup even though it is not a true match.49

This problem contributed to all three known FRT-derived wrongful arrests by the Detroit Police Department.50 In each, police obtained an arrest warrant based solely on the combination of a false match from FRT, and a false identification from a witness viewing a six-pack photo lineup that was constructed around the FRT lead and five filler photos. In two of those cases, the photo arrays were presented to eyewitnesses who had gotten good looks at the alleged perpetrators

(in the third case the photo array was presented to a non-eyewitness who had merely viewed the same low-quality store surveillance footage that police already had in their possession). In all three cases, the witnesses chose the FRT-derived false-match, instead of deciding that the suspect did not in fact appear in the lineup.

Law enforcement personnel themselves make similar errors when reviewing FRT results. In a Maryland case, for example, an FRT search in an investigation into an assault on a bus driver generated an incorrect lead to a photo of Alonzo Sawyer. Maryland Transit Authority Police arrested Mr. Sawyer after “verifying” the results of the FRT search with Mr. Sawyer’s former parole officer from an unrelated conviction. The parole officer opined that the image of the assault suspect looked like Mr. Sawyer, which police used to secure an arrest warrant.51 The parole officer later recanted his mistaken identification, but too late to prevent Mr. Sawyer from being arrested and spending nine days in jail.

After the Detroit Police Department’s third FRT-derived wrongful arrest became public last year, Detroit’s Chief of Police acknowledged the problem of erroneous FRT results tainting subsequent witness identifications, explaining that by moving straight from FRT result to lineup “it is possible to taint the photo lineup by presenting a person who looks most like the suspect” but is not in fact the suspect.52 He announced an intent to implement policy changes to prevent similar failures in future investigations.53

Indeed, in each of Detroit’s FRT-derived wrongful arrest cases basic investigation would have easily ruled out the people produced by the FRT search as leads. In the case of Michael Oliver, for example, additional investigation would have revealed that Mr. Oliver had numerous visible tattoos where the suspect had none. In the case of Porcha Woodruff, police arrested her while eight months pregnant for a carjacking and armed robbery that took place less than a month prior, but surveillance footage and witness interviews would have easily established that the suspect was not visibly pregnant at the time of the alleged criminal conduct. And in the case of Robert Williams, basic investigation would have shown that Mr. Williams was driving home from work miles outside of Detroit at the time of the midtown-Detroit shoplifting for which he was charged. Yet officers’ tendency to trust the algorithms’ results overrode the need to conduct reliable investigation. Warnings that the FRT results do not constitute probable cause were not sufficient to motivate police to conduct adequate investigations.

Experts on eyewitness identifications agree that police should develop “evidence-based grounds to suspect that an individual is guilty of the specific crime being investigated before including that individual in an identification procedure.”54 Because FRT searches lack reliability, FRT results can never constitute such “evidence-based grounds” for conducting a photo lineup.

53 Id.
Neither an FRT result alone, nor an FRT result plus an identification procedure, can constitute probable cause, and relying on them as such creates an intolerable risk of false identification and wrongful arrest. Even a short time in jail can have devastating effects, including loss of employment, separation from family and inability to care for children, negative notations on credit reports that are never updated to indicate the arrest was wrongful, and others. Because police have repeatedly proved unable or unwilling to follow FRT searches with adequate independent investigation, police access to the technology should be strictly curtailed.

3. Law enforcement use of FRT is marred by lack of transparency.

Problems with the use of FRT in investigations are compounded by lack of transparency, including inadequate disclosures to courts and criminal defendants.

   a) Law enforcement omits material information about FRT from warrant applications.

   Excessive secrecy begins pre-arrest, with inadequate disclosures to magistrates by police applying for arrest warrants. Law enforcement officers have a constitutional obligation to provide accurate information in arrest warrant applications so that magistrates can independently determine whether there is probable cause. But police routinely overstate the certainty of FRT matches and withhold details about FRT searches that would let judges understand why those searches lack reliability and are not a proper basis for probable cause.

   In some cases, police completely conceal the fact of their reliance on FRT. In the Louisiana investigation leading to the wrongful arrest of Randal Quran Reid, for example, the detective misleadingly wrote only that he was “advised by a credible source” that the man in the surveillance footage was Mr. Reid. A judge signed off on the arrest warrant, unaware of the role FRT had played in the investigation. The warrant was eventually recalled after Mr. Reid’s attorney presented prosecutors with photos and videos of him that made clear that he was not, in fact, the person in the surveillance footage of the crime under investigation. But at that point, Mr. Reid had already spent nearly a week in jail, and his parents had spent thousands of dollars on legal counsel.

   Even when police disclose their use of FRT, they frequently withhold critical information about the search. In the case of Nijeer Parks, for example, Woodbridge, New Jersey, police did disclose the use of FRT in a warrant application, but left out details crucial to evaluating the reliability of the FRT search, including that the probe image was a heavily shadowed and pixelated

scan of a fake driver’s license,\textsuperscript{58} and that the officer who conducted the FRT search told the lead detective that he had “altered the photo on the license a little to get the pixels clear.”\textsuperscript{59} The warrant application also misrepresented the FRT result as a “high profile comparison” rather than what it really was: a low-reliability investigative lead.\textsuperscript{60} Similarly, in the case of Robert Williams in Detroit, police failed to explain to the magistrate that the probe image was low-resolution and not suitable for producing a reliable match, nor that the FRT results returned a possible match to Mr. Williams’s old, expired driver’s license photo, but not to his current license photo (which was also in the database that was searched but was not identified as among the 243 most likely matches to the suspect).\textsuperscript{61} This should have been an indication that the algorithm’s results lacked reliability.

Because magistrate judges are unlikely to have independent expertise about FRT, it is critical that officers fully inform them of information that explains the fundamental lack of reliability of FRT results. Otherwise, judges are likely to over-rely on FRT search results and make unjustified probable cause findings.

b) Prosecutors withhold information about FRT from criminal defendants.

Inadequate disclosures continue post-arrest, where prosecutors routinely resist turning over adequate information about FRT use as part of their pre-trial disclosure obligations under \textit{Brady} and related doctrines.

In a criminal prosecution, the government has a responsibility to disclose material information that tends to exculpate the defendant and/or undermine the credibility of prosecution witnesses.\textsuperscript{62} Information is material if it tends to undermine confidence in the result of the criminal case.\textsuperscript{63} This disclosure obligation attaches whether or not the defense has requested it.\textsuperscript{64}

Face recognition technology is unreliable in many ways that human witnesses are, and defendants should be able to confront its unreliability. Identifications by a human witness selecting from a lineup clearly implicate \textit{Brady};\textsuperscript{65} the government would be obligated to disclose the identification of alternate suspects and information relating the witness’ confidence in their identification. FRT should not be subject to a lower standard. To comply with its obligations under \textit{Brady} and related disclosure rules, the prosecution must give defendants access to, at a minimum: (1) information about the FRT system itself (source code, training data, operating manual and other documentation, executable version of the software, validation studies); (2) information about the

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.} at 380.

\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} at 253. In a second arrest warrant application submitted by a different officer, police omitted any mention of use of FRT. \textit{See id.} at 267–68.


\textsuperscript{63} \textit{See United States v. Bagley}, 473 U.S. 667, 682 (1985)

\textsuperscript{64} \textit{United States v. Agurs}, 427 U.S. 97, 110–11 (1976)

\end{flushleft}
application of FRT in their specific case (including other possible matches generated by the software, the similarity scores assigned to them, and the similarity threshold used in the search and how it was chosen); and (3) information about the officer or analyst that ran the search and their interactions with the technology (whether the officer or analyst manipulated the probe image, how the officer or analyst interpreted the FRT results, how they acted on the results, whether they ran multiple searches, whether they were trained to use the software, etc.).

Prosecutors regularly refuse to release this information to defendants. Prosecutors have tried to justify lack of disclosure on the basis that they are “not seeking to introduce the facial recognition technology as evidence of the Defendant’s guilt,” and that the technology “was merely a tool, among many other investigative tools that law enforcement use daily to identify potential suspects.” But information about FRT use is very much material, including because it can negate guilt by showing how an initial incorrect FRT result may have tainted later investigative steps. Similarly, if an FRT search was conducted in a given case and did not identify as an investigative lead the suspect who was ultimately arrested, this is potentially exculpatory information that must be turned over to a defendant—just as prosecutors would be required to inform defense counsel if a witness had picked another person out of a lineup or if they had received an anonymous tip that a different person committed the crime in question.

In an unknown number of cases, the government fails to even notify defendants of the fact that FRT was used in the investigation, much less details of that use. Even when the fact of FRT use is disclosed, the prosecution often continues to withhold key details that are critical to mounting a defense. In a Florida case, for example, police submitted a low-resolution, off-angle photo of a suspect for an FRT search and used the result of the search to prosecute Willie Allen Lynch. But despite the centrality of the FRT search to the investigation, the government refused to turn over critical information that would have allowed Mr. Lynch to challenge the reliability of the purported match, including the other possible matches generated by the FRT search. Mr. Lynch was convicted and sentenced to eight years, without having been able to adequately challenge the reliability of the FRT result and its role in driving the rest of the investigation.

In a New Jersey case, after the prosecution was similarly resistant to disclosing critical information about the FRT search that inculpated Francisco Arteaga, an appeals court held that prosecutors violated Mr. Arteaga’s constitutional rights when they refused to disclose information about the FRT system and search used in the case against him. The court ordered the prosecution to turn over detailed information about the technology used, including source code, error rates, the candidate list returned from the search, information about the photo database, the report produced

by the analyst who ran the search, and the qualification of the analyst who ran the search.\textsuperscript{70} Rejecting the government’s argument that it needn’t disclose this information because it did not intend to introduce the FRT result as evidence at trial, the court explained that the “[d]efendant must have the tools to impeach the State’s case” and that “the items sought by the defense have a direct link to testing FRT’s reliability and bear on the defendant’s guilt or innocence.”\textsuperscript{71}

Courts are just beginning to adjudicate challenges to the lack of disclosure about FRT searches and practices in criminal cases. Without robust rules binding police and prosecutors and ensuring disclosure of information bearing on the details and reliability of FRT searches, people accused of crimes will be unable to mount robust defenses, in violation of their due process rights.

c) Public reporting on FRT use is necessary for transparency and oversight

Additional needed transparency should take the form of regular public reporting of aggregate data about FRT use. State and local jurisdictions that have begun to regulate FRT use have imposed such reporting requirements.\textsuperscript{72} Public reporting of this data has enabled critical public and legislative oversight, including shedding light on the technology’s lack of efficacy and how it is used to disproportionately target people of color.\textsuperscript{73}

Until federal law enforcement use of FRT is fully curtailed, there should be robust annual or semi-annual reporting of basic data about FRT searches. Any agency that uses FRT should be required to report, at a minimum: (1) aggregate information on the use of FRT, including (A) total number of facial recognition search requests, (B) number of facial recognition search requests that generated leads, and (C) demographic breakdown of individuals in probe photos by race and sex; (2) information about the FRT system and algorithm(s) used, including vendor, version, and similarity threshold; and (3) a log of facial recognition searches, including (A) the requesting agency or field office; (B) the crime under investigation; (C) the race and sex of individual in the probe photograph; (D) whether the search generated results; (E) whether a facial recognition lead was provided to the requesting agency, field office, or officer; and (F) whether any individual appearing as a possible match in the FRT search was subsequently arrested or charged.

4. FRT surveillance of live or recorded video poses a critical threat to civil liberties.

The predominant current use of face recognition technology by police in the United States involves trying to identify suspects from photographs or from still frames extracted from video. However, the threat of video face recognition surveillance looms. Deployment of FRT for video tracking and surveillance would pose a catastrophic threat to privacy, free speech, and freedom of

\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Id. at} 558.
\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Id.}
movement, by putting in the hands of government the ability to identify and track anyone or everyone as they go about their daily lives.

U.S. cities have purchased software that purports to be able to run face recognition searches on live or stored video, and several law enforcement agencies, including at the federal level, are known to have piloted such technology.\(^74\) The federal government has heavily invested in improving the performance of FRT to analyze video, including for applications like public surveillance cameras and drones.\(^75\) In a 2019 presentation released to the ACLU through a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit, a program manager at the Intelligence Advanced Research Project Agency (IARPA) detailed a collaboration between government agencies and researchers to “dramatically improve face recognition performance in massive video collections.”\(^76\) The program, called “Janus,” aimed to enable face recognition surveillance of “millions of subjects” and support “partial, incomplete, and occluded views” of faces.\(^77\) The presentation detailed tests conducted so far, including testing on surveillance video captured at a Department of Defense training facility. Other documents summarized plans to transition the project to other government agencies.

Although tests have shown high inaccuracy rates for use of FRT on surveillance video,\(^78\) development and deployment of an even moderately accurate system would raise acute civil liberties concerns. Use of FRT on live or recorded video threatens to allow police to efficiently track one or many individuals across multiple video feeds, or to pull up every instance of one or more persons appearing in video recordings over time. This capability, which has already been used to devastating effect by some foreign governments,\(^79\) threatens to chill exercise of First Amendment rights of free speech and assembly. Members of the public, aware they are being watched, might alter their behavior and self-censor.

Such surveillance would also infringe on our basic right to privacy protected by the Fourth Amendment. This technology threatens to give the government the unprecedented ability to

---


\(^76\) [Redacted], Program Manager, Intel. Advanced Rsch. Project Agency, Janus: Unconstrained Face Recognition (Feb. 4, 2019) (on file with authors) [hereinafter Janus Presentation].

\(^77\) Id.


instantaneously identify and track anyone as they go about their daily lives; such invasive tracking would easily reveal an individual’s “familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations” by tracking her as she moves through “private residences, doctor’s offices, political headquarters, and other potentially revealing locales.” The Supreme Court has made clear that we do not “surrender all Fourth Amendment protection by venturing into the public sphere.” When it comes to pervasively tracking people’s movements using modern technologies, the Fourth Amendment’s protections fully apply. In Carpenter v. United States, for example, the Supreme Court held that targeted government access to a particular individual’s historical cell site location information requires a warrant. And courts have further held that dragnet tracking—for example, using wide-angle aerial cameras to capture the movements of pedestrians and drivers across a whole city—constitutes an unconstitutional general search. Not even a warrant could authorize such mass surveillance. Applying FRT to networks of surveillance cameras that already cover many U.S. cities would raise similar concerns.

In recognition of the acute threat to civil liberties posed by FRT video surveillance, even jurisdictions that allow some use of FRT by police to attempt to identify individuals in still images have banned FRT video surveillance. Federal agencies should immediately ban use of FRT on live or recorded video.

II. DNA Technologies

DNA collection and analysis has been part of criminal investigations for decades, and concerns around its use are well known. The use of newer DNA technologies, such as familial searching and probabilistic genotyping software, raises some of the same issues, including concerns related to privacy and retention of DNA samples, while also making increasingly clear that those concerns are not hypothetical. These technologies also raise new concerns, including the lack of transparency around the functioning of proprietary or black-box algorithms.

1. DNA technology’s privacy risks are high because of DNA’s uniquely sensitive and personal nature.

Strict protections surrounding DNA technologies are necessary in part because analysis of DNA samples can reveal a great deal of sensitive information, such as medical conditions, disease

81 Id. at 2217.
82 Id. at 2212.
predisposition, physical attributes, biological family relationships, and ancestry—including information people may not even know about themselves. This list will only expand as technology continues to evolve.

Traditionally, law enforcement use of DNA in investigations was limited to creating and comparing STR profiles. STR profiles calculate how many times “short, tandem, repeat” (STR) sequences occur at designated locations (called “loci”) on the genome. Privacy concerns with DNA analysis in criminal investigations have sometimes been met by arguments that STR profiles are akin to fingerprints, and can only be used to identify a person, not to learn private or sensitive information about them. However, law enforcement practices themselves show that STR profiles reveal more than identity.

For example, investigators use STR profiles to conduct familial searches, which are designed to reveal information beyond the individual’s identity, and thus unlock a slew of new privacy concerns. Whereas traditional DNA technology works by identifying an individual based on exact DNA profile matches, familial searches look for partial matches—the theory is that these partial matches are likely the individual’s relatives, and provide the police an investigative lead that will guide them to the correct person. Familial searching is thus “qualitatively different from more established DNA techniques: it is inherently less precise; it implicates people in criminal activity because of who their family is and the size of that family, rather than what they have done; and it focuses investigative attention on people who are known to be innocent.” This presents troubling constitutional problems. Traditional DNA matches are designed to identify only the person who might be guilty of the crime; familial searches, by definition, identify those who are not guilty of the crime.

Moreover, although the loci used in standard STR analysis (such as for the FBI’s CODIS system) are sometimes misleadingly referred to as “junk DNA,” recent studies have made clear that these regions of the genome can reveal sensitive information. Researchers in a 2016 study were able to identify information about ancestry from STR profiles, which could in turn be used to approximate a person’s physical appearance. A 2020 survey of existing research found that
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57 studies have linked forensic STRs with a total of 50 unique traits, including schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease, and Down syndrome.\(^9\)

Additionally, law enforcement has started using even more revealing single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) profiles in some investigations. SNP profiles involve analysis of many thousands of locations on the genome, and focus on “the places in the genome where people differ” the most.\(^9\) Genetics researchers, private labs, and companies like 23andMe and Ancestry.com use SNP profiles to “help predict an individual’s response to certain drugs, susceptibility to environmental factors such as toxins, and risk of developing diseases.”\(^9\) Law enforcement agencies have started using SNP profiles to conduct forensic genetic genealogy (FGG) investigations, opening up a vast array of sensitive genetic information to government scrutiny.\(^9\) Indeed, in some investigations police have used SNP profiles to try to generate information beyond even familial relationships, such as predicting phenotype and attempting to reconstruct facial attributes.\(^9\)

Even greater privacy concerns loom as whole-genome sequencing rapidly becomes cheaper and faster. With whole-genome sequencing, the government could gain access to the full array of sensitive and private information contained in our genetic code, raising extraordinary privacy concerns. Even in contexts where use of more limited STR profiles is permitted, use of SNP profiles and whole-genome sequences should be barred.

As the Supreme Court has recognized, collection and retention of biological samples raises grave privacy concerns because of all the information these samples can reveal. Nearly 35 years ago, the Supreme Court recognized that “chemical analysis” of biological samples “can reveal a host of private medical facts.”\(^9\) More recently, it highlighted the concern with regard to DNA in particular, noting that even when it is “obtained . . . only for identification purposes, the process

---


95 In an FGG investigation, law enforcement will generate a SNP profile from DNA evidence collected at a crime scene, upload that profile to a vast genetic database, attempt to identify a partial match belonging to a distant relative of the crime-scene contributor, and scour public records to create detailed family histories in order to identify some set of biological suspects. See, e.g., Rafil Kroll-Zaidi, Your DNA Test Could Send a Relative to Jail, N.Y. Times (Jan. 3, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/27/magazine/dna-test-crime-identification-genome.html.

96 See, e.g., Appellant’s Brief at 7, State v. Carbo, No. A22-1823 (Minn. May 30, 2023) (“By analyzing that SNP profile, [law enforcement’s contract laboratory] Parabon established that the person who left the DNA was a man of 83 percent Northern European ancestry who also had a ‘great grandparent of Southern European ancestry.’ Parabon determined the man almost certainly had brown eyes and dark hair, and very likely fair skin and few freckles. Parabon used the SNP profile to develop an image of what the man likely looked like at 25 years old.” (citations omitted)).

put[s] into the possession of law enforcement authorities a sample from which a wealth of additional, highly personal information could . . . be obtained."98

In light of these privacy concerns, the following protections are needed:

• At a minimum, collection of reference samples must be limited to those individuals who are charged with a crime of violence (i.e., murder, rape, first-degree assault, kidnapping, arson, sexual assault, or other comparably serious offenses) or burglary.

• Collection and analysis of DNA must require a warrant. If the collection is connected to an arrest, the DNA sample should not be processed or the resulting profile placed in a database before a judicial officer ensures that there is probable cause to arrest the individual on a qualifying serious offense. If the arrest is unsupported by probable cause, the DNA sample should be immediately destroyed and the profile removed from any database in which it was uploaded. Otherwise, a search warrant must be required. To be clear, this warrant requirement should apply not only to reference samples taken directly from a suspect, but also to so-called “abandoned” DNA—more accurately termed unavoidably shed DNA—that is, the genetic material often harvested by law enforcement from items a person has touched, such as used drinking straws, water bottles, or facial tissues.

• In criminal investigations, DNA collection and processing, when permitted, should be available only for the specific purpose of identifying an individual. Any collection, analysis, and storage should therefore be in a form that minimizes retention of and access to extraneous information beyond identity. For example, government creation and retention of SNP profiles, as well as testing of the DNA sample or profile in a government database for familial matches, phenotyping, or medical predispositions, should be prohibited. Permissible uses and analysis must remain limited to identifying the contributor of a DNA sample even as technological advances enable more intrusive and revealing testing. Such limitations are essential because the government’s retention of an individual’s DNA sample leaves all such information potentially at its disposal.

• Database procedures must also assure that the use of the DNA sample is limited to its intended purpose. Access to any stored information should be limited to specifically designated law enforcement officials for identification purposes only. Any access to the database should be logged. Access should also be granted to defendants to defend against prosecution or collaterally attack conviction.

• Provision must be made for the destruction of the DNA sample and any record of information it contains once the purpose for the taking has been served (including the exhaustion of any appeals process), or if the criteria that justified the taking of the sample no longer apply. For example, the sample and record must be destroyed if the criminal proceeding against the individual does not result in conviction.

Maximum retention should not exceed 30 years. Finally, individuals should be guaranteed a right of access to their own DNA sample and any analysis or information record.

2. Transparency around DNA technology is necessary to ensure justice and accountability.

Transparency around DNA technology—both the technology itself and the use of it—is imperative to keep police, investigators, and other government actors accountable, and to ensure that the constitutional rights of people accused of crimes are protected. This includes probabilistic genotyping technology, which relies on complicated algorithms with tens of thousands of lines of code that may contain human errors or bias, as well as any future DNA technologies the government will rely on in prosecutions. Criminal defendants have a constitutional right to access information about these programs; without it, they do not have a full and fair opportunity to mount a defense. Further, when probabilistic genotyping algorithms are used in criminal prosecutions, information about them must be disclosed not only to the defense, but also to the public; without public access, errors discovered in one case, which almost certainly impact other cases, may not be corrected or addressed elsewhere.

Due process requires that defendants have access to the DNA evidence used against them in criminal prosecutions. Probabilistic genotyping programs purportedly interpret results from complicated DNA mixture evidence that often includes DNA samples that are tiny, degraded, or mixed with genetic material from multiple other parties—specimens that would be impossible to use in traditional DNA forensics. These programs then use complicated algorithms to generate potential matches. Though some open-source programs exist, the programs typically relied on by U.S. forensic laboratories, STRmix and TrueAllele, do not share, even with the defense in criminal prosecutions, their algorithms, source code, parameters, population baselines, or other information about the inner workings of their programs, either at all or in ways that would enable independent testing and evaluation. Nor do prosecutors who rely on these programs, instead claiming that the algorithms are proprietary and protected by trade secrecy. In some cases, this means defendants do not even know which program—including the specific version—was used to identify them.

These programs and algorithms are material to the prosecution and therefore must be disclosed to the defense. Moreover, they are designed, coded, and built by humans, and are thus subject to human error, bias, and bugs. For example, based on a probabilistic genotyping result,
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Billy Ray Johnson was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole for a series of offenses he says he did not commit. The creator of the probabilistic genotyping company in that case, TrueAllele, had previously acknowledged that probabilistic genotyping programs “give different answers based on how an analyst sets their input parameters.” During Mr. Johnson’s case, the TrueAllele creator and a separate analyst running the same program obtained wildly different results, demonstrating the imprecise nature and possible errors within the program. Yet Mr. Johnson was still denied access to the underlying information needed to defend himself. And Mr. Johnson is not alone.

Criminal defendants are constitutionally entitled to know how these programs work. The Sixth Amendment’s Confrontation Clause grants defendants the right to “be confronted with the witnesses against him.” The Constitution’s Fourteenth Amendment and Sixth Amendment also grant defendants the right to a fundamentally fair trial and the right to a meaningful opportunity to present a complete defense. Without access to source code, training data, operation manuals, validation studies, configuration choices, population baselines, and other information about the program and how it was used, defendants cannot contest any problems of accuracy, bias, or error, and thus cannot build any sort of meaningful defense or exercise their Confrontation Clause rights.

This matters in part because, with access, errors may be revealed. For example, in New York, after a trial court ordered one of TrueAllele’s competitors to release its source code, an expert witness for the defense discovered that “the program dropped valuable data from its calculations, in ways that users wouldn’t necessarily be aware of, but that could unpredictably affect the likelihood assigned to the defendant’s DNA being in the mixture.” In response, the prosecution withdrew the DNA evidence against the defendant. “After denials in many cases, three judges have recently granted code review permission under protective orders.” In one of
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those cases, “prosecutors chose to withdraw their TrueAllele evidence rather than undergo review.”\textsuperscript{111} Such access should be guaranteed, and it shouldn’t require a court order.

In addition, access to information about these probabilistic genotyping tools shouldn’t be constrained to a single case or defendant—the public should also have full access. When discovery about these tools is allowed, usually in the context of criminal prosecutions, the information is usually subject to a protective order. This means that defendants in other cases where the same programs were used will not learn of any defects that are discovered. And it also means that the programs—and defendants and other members of the public—will not benefit from broader public vetting, testing, and validation. For example, genetic biologists, computer programmers, scientists, researchers, and other experts on these technologies who could provide a meaningful review of these probabilistic genotyping tools are effectively shut out, cutting off any chance of public accountability and fairness.

Increasingly, cities and states are contracting with private providers of probabilistic genotyping technologies for use in criminal cases. If they decide to procure those technologies, at that moment, they have an opportunity to ensure that the constitutional rights of criminal defendants and the public are vindicated—and that shoddy technologies aren’t used on their residents in the first place. At the acquisition and procurement stage, the government should require DNA technology companies to provide the public access to all of the information necessary for a meaningful review and accounting of the technology and its use. Only then can the constitutional mandate for access and transparency be satisfied.

\section*{III. Fingerprinting and Iris Technology}

1. Extracting and analyzing fingerprints from individuals outside the jail booking context requires a warrant.

Although collection and analysis of fingerprints is a longstanding practice of law enforcement in certain contexts, newer fingerprinting technologies raise serious concerns about the possibility of low-cost, widespread collection and exploitation of people’s biometric identifiers, and trigger a need for strong protections against abuse.\textsuperscript{112}

When a government agent takes a person’s fingerprints, that is a Fourth Amendment search. This is for two reasons. First, “[w]hen the Government obtains information by physically intruding on [a constitutionally protected area], a ‘search’ within the original meaning of the Fourth

\textsuperscript{111} Id.

\textsuperscript{112} This Comment focuses on Fourth Amendment privacy concerns with deployment of fingerprint technologies, but the ACLU notes its concern with inaccuracy problems in fingerprinting analysis. Fingerprint comparison is not a precise science, and there are documented cases in which incorrect fingerprint matches have led to wrongful detention, arrests, convictions, and imprisonment. See Simon A. Cole,\textit{ More than Zero: Accounting for Error in Latent Fingerprint Identification}, 95 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 985 (2005); Brief of Innocence Network as Amicus Curiae,\textit{ Johnson v. VanderKooi}, 983 N.W.2d 779 (Mich. 2022) (No. 160958).
Amendment has undoubtedly occurred.” When police take a person’s fingerprint by applying their finger to an inkpad and print card, or by pressing their finger on a digital fingerprint terminal, the “fingerprinting . . . constitute[s] a physical trespass onto a person’s body, a constitutionally protected area.” Because “the act of fingerprinting is done for the very purpose of obtaining information,” it “constitutes a search under the Fourth Amendment.”

Second, fingerprinting is a search because people have a reasonable expectation of privacy against the nonconsensual taking of their immutable biometric identifiers, including fingerprints. It is well established that government collection of material or information from a person’s body constitutes a search. And there is an additional expectation of privacy in the biometric information extracted from the fingerprint. That information is both virtually unique to the individual and quite sensitive. Fingerprints not only reveal identity, but also are increasingly “used for many things beyond individual identification. People regularly use such biometric markers as a security measure for accessing electronic devices[,] . . . secured digital spaces[,] . . . or restricted places.” And researchers have begun to discover that fingerprints can reveal sensitive information beyond identity, including health information. Nor are people’s fingerprints exposed to the public in a way that vitiates this privacy expectation: “Without specialized training or advanced analytical software, the details of one’s fingerprint structure are neither readily observable nor even very useful.” Thus, courts have described fingerprints as “private information,” the nonconsensual taking of which is “an invasion of [one’s] private domain, much like an act of trespass would be.”

When courts have permitted warrantless collection and analysis of fingerprints in defined contexts, such as fingerprinting arrestees as part of the jail booking process, it has been because a recognized exception to the warrant requirement applies. And fingerprinting has rarely strayed beyond such circumstances because of the traditional unwieldiness of the procedure. For example,
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fingerprinting people during brief investigative stops on the street (often known as *Terry* stops) is virtually unheard of, in part because collecting fingerprints using traditional means, with inkpads and cardstock, is time consuming, messy, and delicate work. Perhaps the only American law enforcement agency to have implemented such a practice at scale is the Grand Rapids, Michigan, police department. But in a challenge brought by the ACLU of Michigan and the national ACLU, its policy was ruled a Fourth Amendment violation by a unanimous Michigan Supreme Court.122

The proliferation of mobile digital fingerprint terminals lowers the cost and difficulty of taking people’s fingerprints outside the controlled environment of a police station, however, and raises the specter of police attempts to collect people’s fingerprints as they go about their daily lives. Some mobile fingerprinting devices are simple fingerprint readers that plug into a smartphone or tablet via cable.123 Others are small handheld devices that can include several additional features. These devices are marketed to law enforcement as low-cost, convenient options for officers out on patrol, enabling “quick, accurate biometric finger identification of suspects at the scene.”124 Some, such as M2Sys’s RapidCheck device, are equipped with cameras, barcode scanners, Bluetooth, NFC, and RFID.125 Others, such as Feitian Technology’s handheld biometrics device, include features such as a breathalyzer and narcotics detector, and can even issue tickets.126 Police may also soon be able to employ contactless fingerprint applications on their handheld smartphones. One fingerprinting technology company, Tech5, was recently granted a patent for contactless fingerprinting detection and identification software capable of running on standard smartphones, targeted towards law enforcement.127

Further technological advances raise even more sobering concerns. In 2015, the FBI invested $500,000 in research “to collect fingerprints from peoples’ Facebook, Twitter and other social media posts” by analyzing photos that include people’s fingers and hands.128 Nobody expects that a casual snapshot posted online will expose their immutable biometric fingerprints to extraction. Because of the expectation of privacy in this biometric information, even the “nontouching/nontrespassory harvesting of biometric information for investigative purposes”

raises similar Fourth Amendment concerns to more traditional fingerprint extraction through physical touch.\footnote{Johnson v. Vanderkooi, 983 N.W.2d 779, 798 (Mich. 2022) (Welch, J., concurring).} In light of these technological advances that make collection of biometric information “remarkably easy, cheap, and efficient compared to traditional investigative tools,”\footnote{Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2218 (2018).} strong protections are needed. It is critical that federal policy require officers to obtain a search warrant before collecting or analyzing fingerprints from people not under arrest unless some other recognized exception to the warrant requirement (such as exigent circumstances) applies. This warrant requirement must apply regardless whether the fingerprint is taken through physical contact with the hand, or through remote analysis of video or photographs, as the intrusion on privacy in either scenario is the same.

2. **Iris recognition technology raises significant privacy concerns.**

Although iris recognition has captured less public attention than other biometric technologies, it has been widely deployed by some agencies, from federal agencies like Customs and Border Protection, to local police like the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department.\footnote{See Chris Burt, Iris Biometrics Make Inroads with US Law Enforcement: Iris ID, BiometricUpdate.com (Feb. 8, 2023), https://www.biometricupdate.com/202302/iris-biometrics-make-inroads-with-us-law-enforcement-iris-id.} As of February 2023, the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Next Generation Identification Iris Service had more than 2.7 million sets of iris images.\footnote{Id.} The Department of Homeland Security had 9 million.\footnote{Id.}

Extracting biometric information from people’s irises raises equivalent concerns about intrusion on expectations of privacy as nonconsensual extraction and analysis of fingerprints. In the absence of a recognized exception to the warrant requirement, collection and analysis of iris scans requires a warrant. This is true of attempts to scan irises during regular patrol or during Terry stops, as was apparently planned by border sheriffs several years ago.\footnote{See George Joseph, “Show Me Your Papers” Becomes “Open Your Eyes” as Border Sheriffs Expand Iris Surveillance, The Intercept (July 8, 2017), https://theintercept.com/2017/07/08/border-sheriffs-iris-surveillance-biometries.} And it is a critical protection as technology continues to develop.

Research into long-range iris scanning technology is particularly alarming. In 2015, researchers at Carnegie Mellon demonstrated iris recognition scanners that could capture and identify irises from up to 40 feet away.\footnote{See Brooks Hays, Iris Scanner Can ID a Person from 40 Feet Away, UPI (May 22, 2015), https://www.upi.com/Science_News/2015/05/22/Iris-scanner-can-ID-a-person-from-40-feet-away/7071432303037.} They demonstrated this technology through a simulated traffic stop scenario: a driver sits in a pulled over car, the long-range iris recognition system behind the car automatically captures the reflection of the driver’s eyes in the car’s side-view mirror, runs
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it through an iris recognition system, and identifies the purported match. Warrantless deployment of remote iris scanning technology during an actual traffic stop would be cause for serious concern. And expansion to other settings—at protests, in schools, in public parks—would threaten to follow. Compared to fingerprints, iris scans have much more potential to become a biometric that can be collected without a subject’s knowledge, permission, or participation, while being more accurate than face recognition. In that sense they have the potential to combine the worst features of face recognition and fingerprints. A warrant requirement is a critical protection against unjustified deployment of such technology at scale.

IV. Predictive Policing Technology

Predictive policing technology includes tools that are built using a wide array of inputs, including historical crime data, and that are used to “to help decide where to deploy police” (place-based) or “to identify individuals who are purportedly more likely to commit or be a victim of a crime” (person-based). While the request for comment only solicits input on person-based predictive policing, both person-based and place-based predictive policing tools raise serious civil rights and civil liberties concerns. The ACLU believes place-based predictive policing deserves equal scrutiny, and thus this section will discuss both. As explained below, there must be transparency and accountability at every link in the chain involving these technologies, including but not limited to the decisions to build the tools in the first place, the training data used to build these models, the structure of the tools themselves, details about how the tools are evaluated in terms of costs and benefits as well as accuracy, reliability, and fairness, and police practice and protocols in using these tools. With technologies ever changing, and given so much room for abuse, the best course of action is to resist the use of predictive policing tools. We join technology-focused organizations that call for halting new predictive technologies—and not funding them—unless and until they are proven to be nondiscriminatory.


1. Predictive policing tools are built on “dirty” data—data that reflects historically racist police practices, and sometimes data that is unlawfully acquired—leading to inaccurate or arbitrary results.

To build these systems, developers generally train algorithms using datasets that may include historical crime data amassed by police departments over the course of many years, sometimes decades. Alarming, some police departments use as training data information collected from unlawful practices, such as arrest records legally mandated to be sealed, raising questions of constitutionality. And even if datasets are technically lawful, they still reflect a long history of racist policing. Building models off data that inherently contain bias results in biased tools, creating a feedback loop that serves to further oppress Black and brown communities.

a) Predictive policing tools should never be trained on unlawfully acquired or retained data.

What we know about the training and use of predictive policing technologies is limited due to a lack of transparency. But there is reason for concern that police are using unlawfully acquired and retained data in their predictive policing tools and that this misuse will persist unless there is external intervention.

New York City provides an example of why we should be concerned. New York has strong privacy laws that protect people accused of but not convicted of crime. Under the plain terms of these statutes, records related to an arrest that resolves in favor of the accused—such as where a prosecutor declines to pursue charges or a jury acquits—“shall be sealed and not made available to any person or public or private agency.” New York law is clear that this means the police may not use or disclose sealed arrest information even within the police department, except for specific reasons enumerated in the statutes themselves, such as for assessing employment applications. This prohibition is for good reason: arrest records include a trove of sensitive personal information like address history, affiliations, and Social Security Numbers—not to mention details of dismissed charges, which might be embarrassing or stigmatizing. Yet despite these strong privacy protections, the New York City Police Department (NYPD) has been using...

---
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millions of sealed arrest records in more than a dozen interconnected technologies including at least one predictive policing tool known as Patternizr.145

Specifically, Patternizr is a machine-learning model created by the NYPD that is trained on complaint and arrest reports that were generated between 2006 and 2015.146 The corpus of data used to train Patternizr includes sealed records—a fact only revealed in the course of litigating a class action against the NYPD for violating state sealing laws.147 A detective can query Patternizr by submitting a new crime complaint, known as a “seed.”148 Patternizr’s algorithm will then identify prior complaints purportedly related to the seed, or prior complaints from purportedly related crime patterns.149 Because Patternizr’s output of prior complaints effectively suggests specific individuals for detectives to investigate, a person might find themselves suspected of a crime based solely on Patternizr’s selection of their sealed arrest record in response to a detective’s query.

Notably, the NYPD’s misuse of statutorily protected information is not the only problem with Patternizr’s data set. The corpus of data on which Patternizr was trained is from the height of the NYPD stop-and-frisk program, which targeted Black and Latinx people and was ruled unconstitutional.150 Hundreds of thousands of people stopped under that racially biased program were arrested,151 often on spurious allegations later dismissed, thus creating records that may well populate Patternizr.

In response to the class action lawsuit, which was brought by The Bronx Defenders on behalf of millions of people whose sealed arrest records the NYPD unlawfully uses, a judge ordered the NYPD to reform its practices and specifically banned the use of sealed records in predictive policing tools: “Predictive Technologies may not use Sealed Records or Information either as inputs to train the model, or as potential outputs. The NYPD shall adjust their existing Predictive Technologies to remove Sealed Records and Information that have previously been used.”152 This specifically covers Patternizr.153 This ban is a victory—but the NYPD’s use of these records in their predictive policing tools was only uncovered by the lawsuit in the first place. This raises the question as to how many other police departments are using unlawful, ill-gotten data in their predictive policing tools. The lack of transparency about data sources means that the public cannot assess the lawfulness of the data used, nor seek remedies for the data’s use and abuse.

149 Id. at 6–8.
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Moreover, the NYPD is fighting the order in the sealed records class action and seeking to continue using sealed records in Patternizr,\textsuperscript{154} even though its use of sealed records in Patternizr is contrary to longstanding state law. Without external controls, there is no assurance police departments will prevent the use of private or biased data in their predictive policing tools.

\textbf{b) Even when training data is not collected or retained unlawfully, it still reflects decades of racism and bias in policing, thus perpetuating and reinforcing racist policing.}

Place-based predictive policing illustrates the glaring problem of racial bias inherent in using tools built off historical crime data. Predictive policing tools are necessarily built on top of historical data—and the history of policing is a deeply racist one.\textsuperscript{155} Historical crime data is not an objective history of all crime: it does not capture unreported crime, officer discretion in investigations and arrests, or the series of racist decisions that lead to a conviction in some cases and not others. Analyzing police behavior and crime data have revealed racial disparities in every stage of the criminal process.\textsuperscript{156} To paint the picture, a Black person is more than twice as likely to be arrested than a white person, and five times more likely to be stopped without cause than a white person.\textsuperscript{157} And when place-based predictive policing tools spit out results that direct police to patrol a certain area, it can bring a whole swath of people, mostly from Black and brown communities, under even greater scrutiny. Geolitica (formerly known as PredPol), a leading place-based predictive policing company, boasts on their website, “[a] key part of managing your officers is just making sure they are spending time in the areas where they are supposed to patrol. Geolitica helps with that by allowing you to set patrol guidance for specific locations down to a very granular level of a 500x500-foot box.”\textsuperscript{158} In densely populated urban neighborhoods, an area of 250,000 square feet (more than five acres) will capture a lot of people—who are then subject to more policing and surveillance, and potentially even deadly violence. In 2016, the LAPD shot and killed


a total of six Black and Latinx men in areas identified by Operation Laser, their program utilizing predictive policing.159

These issues can affect both the inputs used by predictive policing algorithms to generate predictions as well as the labels—or outcomes—the tools purport to predict, and we should be wary of claims from vendors or others that these systemic issues can be resolved through technical or statistical fixes.160 Predictive policing tools also lead to a pernicious feedback loop.161 As computer scientist Suresh Venkatasubramanian succinctly stated, “If you build predictive policing, you are essentially sending police to certain neighborhoods based on what they told you—but that also means you’re not sending police to other neighborhoods because the system didn’t tell you to go there. . . If you assume that the data collection for your system is generated by police whom you sent to certain neighborhoods, then essentially your model is controlling the next round of data you get.”162

Increasing evidence suggests that the outputs of predictive policing systems both perpetuate bias in policing and are highly inaccurate at the tasks they purport to be able to assist. For example, a recent analysis of Geolitica’s place-based predictive policing software in Plainfield, New Jersey found that over several months in 2018, for more than 23,000 predictions output by Geolitica’s systems, less than 100 predictions could be linked to a reported crime in the predicted category and area—meaning that by that definition, the system’s accuracy was less than half of a percent. The Plainfield Police Department ultimately abandoned the software.163

---


161 See Oakland City Council, Ordinance No. 13635 (2021) (“Predictive Policing Technology uses arrest data that can encode patterns of racist policing behavior and as a result, are more likely to predict a high potential for crime in minority neighborhoods or among minority people and several studies have shown that these tools perpetuate systemic racism, leading to disparate arrest rates.”). See also Kristian Lum & William Isaac, To Predict and Serve?, 13 Significance 14 (2016). https://rss.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1740-9713.2016.00960.x; Danielle Ensign et al., Runaway Feedback Loops in Predictive Policing, 81 Proc. of Machine Learning Rsch. Conf. on Fairness, & Transparency 1 (2018), https://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/ensign18a/ensign18a.pdf.


Ultimately, Black and brown communities will suffer the most harm from all of these issues.

2. Predictive policing tools use “black box” algorithms and are rife with human error and bias, requiring transparency as a necessary but not sufficient step towards ensuring respect for constitutional rights.

Predictive policing programs are often shrouded in secrecy, denying the public an understanding of exactly how these technologies work. The algorithms and models used by predictive policing tools are designed and developed by humans, and humans err. The “black-box” nature of some machine-learning algorithms further obfuscates the technology. And because these tools are only as good as the data they are trained on, if polluted data is fed in, polluted predictions will come out. In order to assess the degree to which these factors may lead to lack of reliability in the algorithms’ results, public access and third-party validation and review is essential. As the ACLU and fifteen other civil rights, privacy, and technology focused organizations wrote in 2016, “[a] thorough and well-informed public debate, and rigorous, independent, expert assessment of the statistical validity and operational impact of any new system, are essential.”164 Without it, people facing criminal prosecution and the public are left in the dark.

Family policing algorithms provide an illuminating example of why transparency into automated decision-making systems that are used in high-stakes areas is critical to understanding how these systems impact civil rights. In 2016, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, deployed a predictive tool, the Allegheny Family Screening Tool (AFST), to “estimate[] the probability that a child will be removed from their home by DHS [Department of Human Services] and placed in foster care within two years of being referred to the agency.”165 The ACLU requested data and documents related to the AFST; in collaboration with researchers from the Human Rights Data Analysis Group, the ACLU found that the data used by the algorithm and the predictions generated produce disparities between Black versus non-Black families, as well as potential disparities between families with members who have disabilities versus families with no disabled members.166 The researchers’ key findings included that the “AFST’s algorithm, or the way its conclusions about a family were conveyed to a screener, could have been built in different ways that may have had a less discriminatory impact. And this alternative method didn’t change the algorithm’s ‘accuracy’ in any meaningful way.”167 Access to information and third-party review was crucial to these findings, but transparency alone, even when it allows for robust analysis of
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potential civil rights concerns, is not enough to guarantee accountability around the use of automated systems.

3. Law enforcement agencies must ensure they do not rely on the results of predictive policing tools to engage in unlawful policing.

   a) Police officers should not rely on the results of predictive policing tools as a substitute for reasonable suspicion or probable cause.

Predictive policing tools generate probabilistic results, sometimes from unlawfully obtained data. Because their outputs are only a statistical or algorithmic prediction, and may reflect flaws in the underlying data and in the algorithm’s programing and design, those results can never constitute reasonable suspicion or probable cause.\(^\text{168}\) Because predictive policing tool outputs are not reliable indicia of individualized suspicion, relying only on the results of such tools as a basis for stopping, detaining, or interrogating an individual is an unconstitutional violation of that individual’s rights. There have been instances in which police officers have substituted a facial recognition search result as probable cause in a warrant application, leading to wrongful arrests;\(^\text{169}\) it is not hard to imagine police doing the same with predictive policing search results. Without strict procedural safeguards, police may misinterpret or misuse these tools, particularly in light of heavy marketing campaigns, targeted at police departments, that claim these tools are scientifically rigorous.\(^\text{170}\) Strict protections against unjustified reliance on these tools’ outputs is critical.

   b) Police officers may be primed by predictive policing tools to, in the best case, presume criminality, and in the worst, use excessive or deadly force.

Predictive policing tools also translate into different behavior on the ground. When police patrol an area identified by a place-based predictive policing tool, they may be more likely to think that any given individual is a criminal. They may rush into the area mentally prepared for conflict. And given law enforcement’s demonstrated propensity to use excessive force against members of Black and brown communities,\(^\text{171}\) combined with predictive policing’s racial bias problem, these tools will likely result in police being more reactive and violent towards these communities.

This is a documented problem. Chicago deployed SoundThinking (then known as ShotSpotter), a tool that purports to accurately identify gunshot sounds, in predominantly Black

---


\(^\text{170}\) See, e.g., *Technology*, Geolitica (last visited Jan. 18, 2024), https://geolitica.com/technology (“Geolitica represents a significant investment of over 70 research-years of PhD-level analysis, modeling and development. It has been tested and proven in dozens of departments of all sizes in multiple countries around the world.”).

and Latinx communities. A review of almost two years of data about ShotSpotter use revealed a record of dangerous and ineffective policing: “On an average day . . . the ShotSpotter system sends police out on more than sixty dead-end searches for gunfire. Every one of these deployments creates a dangerous, high-intensity situation where police are primed by ShotSpotter to expect to find a person who is armed and has just fired a weapon.” These deployments create unnecessary risk: they “create an extremely dangerous situation for residents, prompting unnecessary and hostile police encounters, and creating the conditions for abusive police tactics that have plagued Chicago for decades.” To be sure, ShotSpotter is not a traditional predictive policing tool—it only targets gunshots and uses sensors, not historical crime data, to identify these alleged gunshots. But this case study still highlights the problem: police will be primed by technological tools that inform them that an individual or a location is potentially dangerous or criminal, and the consequences can be severe.

* * *

The ACLU appreciates the opportunity to provide input on these important topics. If you have any questions about these comments, please do not hesitate to contact Senior Policy Counsel Kia Hamadanchy and Speech, Privacy, and Technology Project Deputy Director Nathan Freed Wessler at KHamadanchy@aclu.org and nwessler@aclu.org.

Sincerely,

Nathan Freed Wessler
Deputy Director, Speech, Privacy, & Technology Project

Kia Hamadanchy,
Senior Policy Counsel
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